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Abstract

In this work, the magnetic properties of two different magnetic semiconductor mate-

rials, CdSb doped with 2 at.-% Ni and ZnO doped with Fe and Mg, were investi-

gated. Samples of Ni-doped CdSb single crystals showed superparamagnetic behaviour,

with the magnetic irreversibility decreasing with increasing external magnetic field, and

the zero-field cooled (ZFC) magnetization displaying a broad maximum at a blocking

temperature. Mean anisotropy fieldBK ∼ 400 mT and zero-field blocking temperature

Tb(0)∼ 100 K values were obtained from the magnetic irreversibility measurements.

Magnetic properties of the Ni-doped CdSb samples were found to be anisotropic

along the different crystallographic axes. The behaviour was explained by the presence

of spheroidal Ni-rich Ni1−xSbx particles in the samples. Calculations and comparisons

to the theory of superparamagnetism suggested that these particles had high aspect ratios

and that they were broadly oriented around a preferred direction. Also, a broad particle

size distribution could be inferred from the magnetization data.

Resistivity studies of the CdSb samples suggested a hopping-type conduction at low

temperatures. Anisotropic hopping mechanisms were observed, along with a change in

the mechanism between measurements at zero external field, and below weak field limit.

Zn1−xFexO samples were found to exhibit paramagnetic behaviour at temperatures

above 15 K. The measured magnetization of these samples was strictly proportional to

the Fe content in the samples. Combination of the magnetization and structural data

suggested that the magnetic properties of the samples were dominated by a secondary

chemical phase, for which a likely candidate was found to be ZnFe2O4.

Co-doping the samples with Mg reduced the mass magnetization of the samples

with low Fe doping level (x= 0.01). A deviation from the Curie–Weiss type param-

agnetic behaviour at temperatures of 50–200 K was seen for Mg content ofy = 0.02,

and higher Mg doping levels changed theM(T) curve shapes from concave to convex

above 45 K. Single polarons and small clusters were suggested as the explanation for

enhancement of the magnetization in the lowest temperatures.

Increase in the Fe content for samples withy≥ 0.10 increased the magnetization by

two orders of magnitude compared to samples withx = 0.01. Curie temperatures (TC)

above 320 K were observed, and the high-temperature magnetization data was used for

comparisons with simulations based on a thermally-activated RKKY model. Magneti-

zation data above theTC was also used for calculations based on critical behaviour of

ferromagnets.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Spin-based electronics (spintronics) technology, where the electron spin instead of its

charge is used to carry information, begun with the discovery of giant magnetoresistance

(GMR) in 1988 [1]. First-generation spintronics devices are mainly based on GMR spin

valve sensors; the most important application in the class being computer hard drives

with their GMR read heads [2].

Second generation of spintronics applications are magnetoresistive random access

memory (MRAM) devices. They store data using magnetic hysteresis and read it by a

magnetoresistive method. One promising way for creating bits for MRAM is to use a

magnetic tunnel junction storage cell [3]. The cell consists of two ferromagnetic layers

separated by a non-magnetic tunneling barrier layer [4]. One ferromagnetic layer has its

magnetization fixed in a certain direction, while the direction of the magnetization of

the second layer (so-called free layer) can be changed with a local external field [5]. The

orientation of the two layers’ magnetizations with respect to each other sets the bit value

of the cell, as shown in figure 1. The bit value is read by measuring the magnetoresis-

tance of the cell. Write operation is done by manipulating the magnetization direction

of the free layer.

The main advantage of MRAM compared to other solid-state memory types like

static RAM (SRAM), dynamic RAM (DRAM) and Flash memory, is non-volatility

combined with low read and write access times. Characteristic properties of these RAM

technologies are presented in table 1. Overall, the combination of desirable characteris-

tics in MRAM makes it a good candidate for ”universal” memory, which works as both

random access memory and data storage, replacing currently-used RAM types (mainly

DRAM) and storage devices like hard disk drives [6, 7]. Non-volatility is important for

applications like instant-on computers, where the system state is stored in RAM when

the computer is turned off and the state is restored when the power is turned on, without

needing any separate process moving the data from the non-volatile storage to RAM

[8]. Non-volatility also means that MRAM does not use any power in stand-by mode

[9].

MRAM technology can also lead to further integration of digital circuits, for ex-

ample by using logic-in-memory [10] architectures, where the memory modules are

integrated onto same physical wafers as the logic processing units. These very large

scale integrated circuits may achieve both short delays between the memory and the

1
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Figure 1. Magnetic hysteresis and bit values in an MRAM cell. MR is the measured

magnetoresistance,H the external magnetic field, andHcoer the coercivity of the cell.

The arrows indicate the magnetization directions of the cell’s two magnetic layers.

Table 1. Comparison of MRAM’s properties with other commonly used RAM technolo-

gies. [3]

Technology SRAM DRAM MRAM Flash

Read time fast moderate moderate–fast moderate

Write time fast moderate moderate–fast slow

Volatility volatile volatile non-volatile non-volatile

Minimum cell size large small small small

Write cycles not limited not limited not limited limited

processing unit and very low power usage [11]. Tight integration reduces the interpath

complexity between the processor and the RAM, and offers naturally numerous data

paths increasing the available communication bandwidth [9]; meanwhile non-volatility

reduces power consumption as the registers do not require power for refreshing their

contents.

Ease of integration with other electronic components is the main reason why materi-

als based on semiconductors are suggested for making the second-generation spintron-

ics devices [12]. Amongst different magnetic semiconductor types studied for spintron-

ics materials, diluted magnetic semiconductors with their low magnetic dopant levels

offer an option to use existing semiconductor manufacturing methods in device fabrica-

tion [13].

2



1.2 Diluted magnetic semiconductors

Diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMSs) combine a non-magnetic semiconductor with

a transition metal (TM) dopant,e.g.Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, Ni, or Mn, resulting in interactions

not present in the parent compounds. Among them ares−d exchange interaction be-

tween band carriers and localized magnetic moments of the TM ions, and thed− d

interaction between the ions themselves. DMSs can be divided into two groups. In the

first group are materials where the magnetic ions concentrate in nanosized regions in-

side the host semiconductor material, forming local condensed magnetic semiconduc-

tors (CMSs). Second group consists of materials that have the magnetic ions randomly

distributed throughout the semiconductor matrix. [14]

Current research interests in these DMS compounds are mainly aimed towards

second-generation spintronics applications, where high spin polarization of the charge

carriers and compatibility with current semiconductor materials used in industry are de-

sirable. For use in industrial scale, these materials should also have their magnetic Curie

temperatures (TC) above room temperature, and they should be available as both n- and

p-type materials for direct use in semiconducting junction applications like transistors

[15].

Most DMS materials studied so far have lowTC values, so they are not suitable for

spintronics applications [2, 16]. These include Mn-doped III-V group semiconductors,

which have been the most studied DMS materials [17]; for exampleTC of only 110 K

has been reported for Ga1−xMnxAs [18]. In 2000, room temperature ferromagnetism

(RTFM) in Mn-doped p-type GaN and ZnO was predicted by Dietlet al. using Zener

model [19]. These predictions were soon experimentally confirmed for both materials

[20, 21]. Since then, RTFM has been reported in several other materials, like Co- or Cr-

doped AlN [22] and Mn-doped GaP [23]. Especially dilute magnetic oxides like ZnO

are a promising research field towards novel applications like transparent spintronics

components [24].

1.2.1 Cadmium antimonide

Cadmium antimonide is a II-V group semiconductor with indirect energy gap 0.56 eV at

0 K [25]. At room temperature CdSb has orthorhombic structure with lattice parameters

a = 6.471Å, b = 8.253Å, andc = 8.526Å [26]. For the unit cell, see figure 2. The

orthorhombic structure is linked to anisotropic electronic and magnetic properties of

CdSb [25, 27]. Undoped CdSb shows diamagnetic behaviour [28].

Mixture of CdSb with about 2 mol % NiSb forms an eutectic system [29]. It has been

3



Figure 2. Unit cell of CdSb. Dark spheres represent Cd, light spheres Sb atoms.

observed that the NiSb particles grow inside the eutectic mixture with an orientation

distribution around a preferred angle to the crystal growth direction. These needle-like

particles have highly asymmetric shape, roughly 30–40µm in length and with diameters

of 1–1.5µm [29]. Similar asymmetric microinclusions have been found in other Sb-

based compounds, like InSb-TSb, where T = Fe, Ni, Mn, or Cr [30]. It can thus be

expected that when the amount of Ni is below the eutectic level, smaller in physical

dimensions, but still highly asymmetric Ni-rich particles are formed inside the CdSb

matrix. The Ni1−xSbx phase is ferromagnetic up tox ≈ 0.075 [31, p. 162]. In these

samples, the overall magnetization consists of the diamagnetic contribution of the host

CdSb lattice, and the ferromagnetic component of the embedded Ni-rich phase. At low

enough Ni doping level, which determines the Ni1−xSbx particle size, the particles can

be so small that superparamagnetic behaviour is possible.

1.2.2 Zinc oxide

Zinc oxide (ZnO) is a II-VI semiconductor with a wide direct band gap, about 3.4 eV at

room temperature [32]. The crystal structure of ZnO, presented in figure 3, is hexagonal

wurtzite with lattice parametersa = 3.25Å andc = 5.12Å [33].

The wide band gap means that ZnO is transparent to visible light, as 3.4 eV cor-

responds to a wavelength of about 360 nm, which is in the ultraviolet (UV) region.

Therefore it is possible to use ZnO as a transparent conductor heavily dopede.g.with

Al [34]. On the other hand, the wide gap makes ZnO attractive for blue and UV light
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Figure 3. Unit cell of ZnO. Large spheres represent O and the smaller spheres Zn atoms.

optoelectronics, although the difficulty of p-type doping has been an obstacle for elec-

tronics use [35].

The initial work by Dietlet al.[19] sparked a wide interest in research of ZnO doped

with transition metals, and the number of publications on ZnO-based DMOs increased

from less than 10 in year 2000 to over 300 per year by 2007 [36]. Some examples of

reported results are RTFM in Co- and Mn-doped bulk ZnO [37], and Curie temperatures

up to 400 K in Cr- and Fe-doped ZnO films [38, 39]. Further theoretical predictions of

Curie temperatures in ZnMeO compounds (Me = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni) were provided by

Sandratskii and Bruno in 2006 [40]. Their calculated values ofTC in Zn1−xFexO without

co-doping of extra carriers were 453 K forx = 0.25, and 27 K forx = 0.0625.

In addition to TM-doped ZnO, RTFM has been reported in several other ZnO-based

materials. These reports include Curie temperatures higher than 400 K due to Zn–C

subsystem in C-doped ZnO films [41], andTC > 300 K in Zn1−xBxO films [42]. Fer-

romagnetism has been observed even in nanocrystalline powders [43] and thin films

[44] of undoped ZnO. For undoped ZnO,ab initio calculations [45, 46] show that both

oxygen interstitials and zinc vacancies in the ZnO lattice may lead to ferromagnetism

in the material. Understanding the mechanisms of ferromagnetism in non-TM-doped

ZnO is useful for the research of new ZnO-based DMS materials, as enhanced magnetic

properties may be achieved by coupling the intrinsic and extrinsic magnetic properties.

5



1.3 Models of magnetism in magnetic semiconductors

1.3.1 Superparamagnetism

Consider a single-domain ferromagnetic nanosized particle with magnetic momentµ at

temperatureT. If the magnetic properties of the particle are uniaxially anisotropic, the

anisotropy energyEK is of the form [47]

EK = KV sin2 θ , (1)

whereK is the magnetic anisotropy energy density,V is the particle volume, andθ is

the angle between the magnetic moment and the symmetry axis. There are two minima

in the anisotropy energy, which are antiparallel magnetic moment orientations. In the

Néel–Arrhenius model [48], thermal excitations switch the magnetic moment between

the different directions with a frequency

f = f0e−
KV
kBT , (2)

where f0 is a frequency factor of the order of 109 Hz [47] andkB is the Boltzmann

constant. Inverse of eq. (2) gives the mean time between two direction changes:

τ = τ0e
KV
kBT , (3)

whereτ0 = 1
f0
≈ 1 ns.

When the temperature is lowered so thatkBT approaches the energy barrierKV

from above, the thermal excitations do not have enough energy to overcome this bar-

rier. This means a shift from rapid fluctuation of the magnetic moment direction to slow

relaxation towards equilibrium. Blocking temperature,Tb, for superparamagnetic ma-

terials is defined so that the magnetic moment does not appreciably change during the

measurement time,τmeas. An expression for the blocking temperature can be derived

from eq. (3) by settingτ = τmeasatT = Tb:

τmeas= τ0e
KV

kBTb , (4)

and thus

Tb =
KV

ln τmeas
τ0

. (5)

Using a typicalτmeas∼ 102 s for a SQUID magnetometer, the equation becomes

Tb ≈
KV

25kB
. (6)
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So, for superparamagnetic particles, there exists a blocking temperatureTb, above

which one can observe superparamagnetic behaviour driven by thermal excitations. Be-

low Tb spontaneous magnetization and magnetic hysteresis is observed. In macroscopic

measurements one can observe the effects of blocking as an irreversibility between zero-

field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC) magnetization curves. In addition, there is a

maximum in ZFC magnetization at low temperatures.

An external magnetic field reduces the anisotropy energy barriers and decreases the

blocking temperatureTb. The dependence ofTb on the external magnetic fieldB is given

[49] by an approximate relation

[

Tb(B)

Tb(0)

]
1
2

= 1− B
BK

, (7)

whereBK is the mean anisotropy field. AtB∼ BK the magnetic irreversibility vanishes.

It has also been found [49] that

BK

Tb(0)
≈ 2kB

µ
ln

τmeas

τ0
. (8)

For the typical measurement timeτmeas∼ 102 s,

BK

Tb(0)
≈ 50

kB

µ
. (9)

There are three main restrictions for the validity of the equations (2)–(9) [50]:

1. The particle assembly should consist only of single-domain particles. The upper

size limit for single-domain particles is given by the critical radiusrsd defined by

the equation [50]
Nc(M∗

s)2r2
sd

6A
= ln

4rsd

a
−1, (10)

whereNc is the demagnetization factor for fields parallel with the major axis of a

spheroidal particle (values for minor and major axes can be found for example in

[51]), M∗
s is the saturation magnetization at 0 K,a is the mean distance between

the magnetic ions, andA is exchange stiffness constant of the cluster material.

2. In magnetization reversal the spins rotate in unison keeping a parallel orienta-

tion, i.e. the reversal process is a coherent rotation [52, pp. 389–390]. The critical

radius for occurrence of the coherent rotation is [50, 53]

rc =
q

M∗
s

√

2A
Na

, (11)

7



whereNa(m) is the demagnetization factor for the minor axis,m is the aspect ratio

of the particle, andq is the related smallest solution for the Bessel functionsJ1 of

the first kind (limiting values areq = 1.8412 for an infinitely long cylinder with

m→ ∞; andq = 2.0816 for a sphere withm= 1).

3. The interaction energyW between the clusters is small compared to the anisotropy

energy.

For particles with radiusr, the requirements 1–3 above can be summarized byr ≪ rsd,

r ≪ rc, andW ≪ KV, respectively.

In a more general case, the temperature dependence of coercivity fieldBc for blocked

nanoparticles is given [54] by

B( j)
c (T) = B( j)

c (0)

[

1−
(

T
Tb(0)

)n]

, (12)

where j notes the crystallographic axis,j = 1, 2, and 3, andB( j)
c (0) andn depend on

the magnetization reversal mode. Comparison with eq. (7) shows thatn = 1
2 for coher-

ent rotation. In the case of coherent rotation of randomly oriented spheroidal particles,

B( j)
c (0) is given [55, p. 831] by the equation

B( j)
c (0) = α( j)BK , (13)

whereα( j) = 0.479 for anyj. For non-random orientations with preferred direction

α( j) =

{

(cos2/3θ j +sin2/3θ j)
−3/2 if 0 < θ j < 45◦

sinθ j cosθ j if 45◦ < θ j < 90◦,
(14)

whereθ j is the angle between thejth crystallographic axis and the major axis of the

spheroid [51]. Anglesθ j satisfy the relation

cos2 θ1 +cos2 θ2 +cos2 θ3 = 1. (15)

Increasing the particle size so thatrc ≪ r ≪ rsd leads to magnetization reversal by

curling [50], wheren = 2
3 [54]. In this reversal mode, the separate spins are turning in

unison along the anisotropy axis, but they are also twisted radially in the plane perpen-

dicular to the anisotropy axis, preserving cylindrical symmetry [52, pp. 393–394]. The

difference between coherent rotation and curling is shown schematically in figure 4. In

this regime the coercivity is [53]

B( j)
c (0) = 2πM∗

s

(

2Dc− κ
S2

)(

2Da− κ
S2

)

√

(

2Dc− κ
S2

)2
sin2 ϑ j +

(

2Da− κ
S2

)2
cosϑ j

, (16)

8



whereDa ≡ Na(m)
4π , Dc ≡ Nc(m)

4π , S= r
r0

, r0 = A
1
2

M∗
s
, κ = q2

π , andϑ is the angle between

the major axis and an external magnetic field. If the sample contains particles with

non-homogenous size and orientation distributions, the values ofθ j , r, andm can be

approximated by their mean values. For a high enough aspect ratio, this approximation

means that the magnetization directions of the spheroids are close to their major axis

direction, and the components of the saturation magnetization at 0 K are given by

M( j)
s (0) = ηM∗

s [1−D(θ j)]cosθ j , (17)

whereη is the volume fraction of the magnetic phase in the sample, and

D(θ j) = Dasin2 θ j +Dccos2 θ j , (18)

which is constrained by

D(θ1)+D(θ2)+D(θ3) = 1. (19)

In a more general case, the mean magnetization direction is not parallel to the major

axis of the particle. We assignϕ j for the components of the angle between thejth

component of the direction of the magnetization and the corresponding component of

the major axis, and find that

tanϕ j =

(

X
Y

)
1
2 tanθ j

(

X
Y

)
1
2 + tan2 θ j

, (20)

whereX =
(

2Dc− κ
S2

)2
andY =

(

2Da− κ
S2

)2
. Finally, we eliminateM∗

s using equations

(16) and (17), which leads to

cosθ j =
2X+Y−Z jX

Z j(Y−X)
, (21)

where

Z j =
[

B( j)
c (0)

]2 3

∑
j=1

[

B( j)
c (0)

]−2
. (22)

Increasing the radius of the particles tor > rsd leads to magnetization reversal by

weakly pinned domain walls, withn = 1 [56]. In a sample with a large particle size

distribution, all the above regimes may be present, leading to a more complex macro-

scopical behaviour. Based on the broad separation of DMS materials into two groups

as presented in section 1.2, it is clear that superparamagnetism is a likely model for

CMS-type materials.

9



a) b)

Figure 4. Magnetization reversal modes presented for cross-section of a long cylinder in

magnetic field parallel to the major axis of the cylinder: a) coherent rotation, b) curling.

The arrows indicate the spin directions. [52, p. 392]
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1.3.2 Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida and Zener interaction

Zener suggested [57] in 1951 an interaction between the conduction electrons and un-

filled inner shell electrons as a mechanism for ferromagnetism in metals with incom-

pleted-shells. This phenomenological Zener ors−d interaction model was the basis

for further studies to find similar mechanisms that could also account for antiferromag-

netism and spin wave modes [58].

Ruderman and Kittel showed in 1954 how localized spins in a metal can couple

through polarization and propagation of conduction electrons [59]. The wave function

of a conduction electron is distorted near a localized spin by mixing with other wave

functions of electrons with the same spin direction. For electron spins that are parallel

to the localized spin, the distortion creates a maximum at the localized spin site, and

it is shown [60] that only states above Fermi level contribute to the summed up wave

function. The result is a sum over a range of wave vectors (corresponding to different

wavelengths) which are in phase at the site of the localized spin. As the distance from

the localized spin position increases, the different wave vectors get out of phase and

create a damped oscillating distribution of electron spin density around the localized

spin. Electron spins that are antiparallel to the localized spin behave similarly, with the

localized spin site now being the position of the minimum for the wave functions.

The electron wave function seen by a second localized spin in the vicinity of the first

one depends on the orientation and the distance between the two localized spins, and

the resulting indirect coupling between the localized spins at relatively large distances

D varies asD−3cos(2kFD) [59], wherekF is the Fermi wave vector. The sign of the

coupling constant determines the coupling type: positive values lead to ferromagnetic-

type coupling, while negative sign means antiferromagnetic coupling. The distance de-

pendence of coupling constant is plotted in figure 5. This indirect interaction is called

Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida or RKKY interaction. [58, 59, 61]

Caldeŕon and Das Sarma suggested in 2007 an RKKY-type mechanism where the

exchange interaction is mediated by thermally excited carriers [62]. In this model, the

density of carriers,nc, is given by

nc(T,∆) = nc0e
− ∆

kBT , (23)

where∆ is the activation energy for the carriers, andnc0 is the density of trapped carri-

ers. In an intrinsic semiconductor with magnetic impurities the HamiltonianH of the

exchange interaction between the impurity spinsSi and the carrier spin densitys(r) is

H = ∑
i

Jma3
0Si ·s(Ri), (24)
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Figure 5. The dependence of the coupling constant on distance in RKKY model. The in-

teraction type is alternating between ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM)

coupling.

whereJm is the local coupling between the impurity spin located atRi and the carrier

spin density,a3
0 is the unit cell volume, and the sum is taken over all magnetic ions.

Using a mean-field approximation in the limit of nondegenerate carriers results in a

situation where the carrier spins see the impurity spins as an effective magnetic field

proportional toJma3
0ni〈Sz〉 [63]. Hereni is the impurity density and〈Sz〉 is the impurity

spin expectation value [64]
〈Sz〉
S

= BS

(

H i
eff

kBT

)

, (25)

whereH i
eff is the effective field for the impurity spin site, andBS is the Brillouin func-

tion:

BJ(x) =
2J+1

2J
coth

(

2J+1
2J

x

)

− 1
2J

coth

(

1
2J

x

)

. (26)

For electrons on partly filled 3d-shells, the total angular momentumJ can be replaced

by the spin term. This is because such electrons are not screened in transition metals,

and the spin-orbit coupling breaks down. [65, p. 30]

Symmetrically, the impurity spins are acted on by an effective field of the carrier

spins, which is proportional toJma3
0nc〈sz〉, and the expectation value for the carriers

spins is written as
〈sz〉
s

= Bs

(

Hc
eff

kBT

)

, (27)

whereHc
eff is the effective field for the carriers. As the effective fieldsH i

eff andHc
eff are

already given by the mean-field approximation, eqs. (25)–(27) lead to a self-consistent
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expression for the magnetization of the impurity spins:

〈Sz〉
S

= BS

[

Jma3
0nc(T,∆)

kBT
sBs

(

Jma3
0ni〈Sz〉
kBT

)]

. (28)

1.3.3 Bound magnetic polarons

A bound magnetic polaron is formed when charge carriers with non-uniform spin polar-

ization are localized near a donor or acceptor impurity. Coulomb attraction between the

impurity and the charge carriers is the main mechanism for the localization [66]. The

polaron radiusRp at temperatureT is given [67] by the equation

Rp(T) =
aB

2
ln

sS|J|
(

a0
aB

)3

kBT
, (29)

whereaB is the Bohr radius,a3
0 is the unit cell volume,s is the carrier spin,S is the spin

of the magnetic impurity, andJ is the exchange parameter between the impurity and the

carrier spins.

Bound magnetic polarons can lead to long-range ferromagnetic order, if the polaron

density and size in the material are high enough for the polarons to overlap [16]. Starting

at a temperature much aboveTC, there are no polarons. The polarons start to appear at

kBT ∼ sS|J|
(

a0
aB

)3
[67], then the polaron radii grow with lowering temperature, and

finally overlapping polarons fill the whole material atTC [68].

Oxygen vacancies can act as donors in DMO materials [16]. Figure 6 schematically

presents polarons in an A1−xTxO type material with oxygen vacancies, where A is a

non-magnetic cation, and T is a transition metal dopant. Study of native point defects

shows that oxygen and zinc vacancies are the most abundant defects in ZnO [69]. Zn

interstitials have also been reported [70] to lead to shallow donor states in this material.
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Figure 6. Bound magnetic polarons in an A1−xTxO type material with oxygen vacan-

cies. Oxygen sites are not presented, except the oxygen vacancies, which are marked

with rectangles. Open circles represent A ions, black circles the T ions with the arrows

indicating their spin directions, and the gray circles mark the polaron radii. [16]
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1.3.4 Itinerant electrons and Stoner model of ferromagnetism

W. Pauli first showed in 1927 [71] that a gas of non-interacting itinerant electrons com-

bined with the collective electron band model in crystals [72, pp. 28–37] leads to weak

paramagnetism,i.e. Pauli paramagnetism. SusceptibilityχP of this electron gas is pro-

portional to the density of the statesN(εF) at Fermi energy,

χP = 2µ2
BN(εF), (30)

whereµB is the Bohr magneton

µB =
eh̄

2me
, (31)

wheree is elementary charge,̄h is reduced Planck constant, andme is electron rest mass.

Stoner model of ferromagnetism considers itinerant electrons with repulsive inter-

actions. The interactions are taken into account by adding a Weiss molecular field [73,

pp. 100–104] type term. The equilibrium Fermi energy level,εF, is split and shifted by

the molecular field (and an external field) experienced by the electrons to new valuesε+
F

andε−
F for spin-up and spin-down electrons, respectively. This new situation with sepa-

rate Fermi levels is equivalent to the electrons of different spins sharing the same Fermi

level, but the band is shifted by∆E for those electrons having negative spins. Figure 7

shows a simplified illustration of the spin-splitting caused by the molecular field.

In this model,∆E is directly proportional to the difference in the number of spin-up

and spin-down electrons,n+ andn−, respectively:

∆E = I(n+−n−)µB, (32)

whereI is called the Stoner exchange factor. SusceptibilityχS at 0 K is

χS =
2µ2

BN(εF)

1− IN(εF)
=

χP

1− IN(εF)
, (33)

so Pauli paramagnetism is enhanced by a factor of 1− IN(εF) in the Stoner model. For

IN(εF)≥ 1 (so-called Stoner criterion), the system exhibits spontaneous magnetic order.

[74, pp. 342-343]
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Figure 7. Stoner model of ferromagnetism. a) Equilibrium state with no molecular field.

b) Molecular field shifts the Fermi levels. c)ε+
f andε−

f replaced for commonε f , show-

ing a spin splitting energy∆E.
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1.4 Hopping conductivity and magnetoresistivity

N. F. Mott studied in 1969 [75] a model of conductivity in insulators where the charge

carriers are hopping with a thermally excitated process between randomly based poten-

tial wells. He found that temperature dependence of the conductivity has the form

σ(T) ∝ e
−

(

T0M
T

)1/(d+1)

, (34)

whered is the dimensionality of the system andT0M is a constant depending on dimen-

sionality, localization length, and the density of states at the Fermi level. The expression

for 3D case,

σ(T) ∝ e
−

(

T0M
T

)1/4

, (35)

and the model is called Mott variable-range hopping (VRH) conductivity, where [76]

T0M =
βM

kBN(εF)a3 (36)

with βM = 21 [77, p. 206] anda is localization radius of the charge carriers.

In Mott VRH conductivity, constant (and finite) density of states at Fermi level is

assumed. However, Pollak [78] followed by Ambegaokaret al. [79] soon questioned

the validity of this assumption in the general case. As the density of the states should

be reduced by electron-electron Coulomb interaction, Mott VRH model works only

in the cases where long-range Coulomb interaction is screened. In 1975 Efros and

Shklovskii introduced a model which takes the Coulomb interaction into account [80].

Temperature-dependent Shklovskii–Efros (SE) type VRH conductivity is [77, p. 240]

σ(T) ∝ e
−

(

T0SE
T

)1/2

, (37)

where

T0SE=
βSEe2

εrkBa
, (38)

βSE = 2.8 [77, p. 344], andεr is the dielectric constant. Contrary to Mott VRH,σ(T)

does not depend on the dimensionality of the system in SE VRH.

At higher temperatures, the hopping probability is limited by proximity of the po-

tential wells [81, p. 1043]. This is the nearest-neighbour hopping (NNH) regime, where

the conductivity is given [82] by

− lnσ ∝ T−1. (39)
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In a more general case, we can write for the resistivityρ(T) = 1
σ(T) a universal

equation:

ρ(T) = DTmexp

[(

T0

T

)p]

, (40)

whereD is a constant,T0 is a characteristic temperature andm= p for hydrogenic wave

functions of the localized electron [27]. Comparing eq. (40) to the previous eqs. (35),

(37), and (39) for different hopping conductivity types,p = 1 for NNH, p = 1
2 and

T0 = T0SE for SE VRH, andp = 1
4 with T0 = T0M for 3D Mott VRH.

The dependence of magnetoresistanceρ(B)
ρ(0) (MR) on external field for hopping con-

ductivity in weak fields is predicted [77, pp. 163–165] to be

ln
ρ(B)

ρ(0)
∝ B2. (41)

The upper limit for the regime of weak fields is given by a characteristic critical field

Bcrit [83].

In general, there is a small positive component of MR, which is connected to shrink-

ing impurity wave functions in the direction perpendicular to the external field [77].

However, the temperature dependence of MR is determined by the hopping type. Con-

cerning NNH in a weakly doped semiconductor with magnetic anisotropy, MR is given

[84] by the equation

ln

[

ρ(B)

ρ(0)

]

j
= CjB

2, (42)

where

Cj =
te2ap2

j

h̄2Na
, (43)

wheret = 0.036, Na is impurity concentration,p j is anisotropy coefficient [27], and

index j = 1, 2, 3 refers to magnetic field direction perpendicular to the electric current

direction. NotablyCj does not depend on temperature.

For Mott VRH and SE VRH cases, MR depends on temperature. The equations for

VRH in an anisotropic semiconductor in weak fieldB are [84]

ln

[

ρ(B)

ρ(0)

]

j
=

t1e2a4p2
j

h̄2

(

T0M

T

)
3
4

B2 ≡ A(M)
0 j T− 3

4 B2 (44)

with t1 = 5
2016 [77, p. 211] for Mott VRH, and

ln

[

ρ(B)

ρ(0)

]

j
=

t2e2a4p2
j

h̄2

(

T0SE

T

)
3
2

B2 (45)

with t2 = 0.0015 [77, p. 213] for SE VRH.
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2 Experimental

2.1 Sample preparation

CdSb single crystal samples doped with 2 atomic percent of Ni were prepared by a

two-stage modified Bridgman method [25]. First, Ni was dissolved in Cd at 700◦C.

Stoichiometric amounts of the Cd-Ni mixture and Sb were then deposited into a quartz

ampoule, which was heated to 460◦C, and after 12 h slowly cooled down to room tem-

perature. X-ray diffraction methods were used to determine the crystalline orientation

of the grown ingots, and rectangular prisms sized about 6×2×2 mm3 were cut from

the ingots so that one of the [100], [010], and [001] crystallographic axes would align

with the long side of the prism.

ZnO-based samples were prepared via two routes:

(i) In the solid-state reaction method stoichiometric amounts of ZnO and oxides of

the dopants (Fe2O3 or MgO) were ground in powder form, then calcinated at

500◦C to form a precursor powder.

(ii) Citrate-gel method [85] started with water solutions of high-purity nitrate salts

of Zn, Fe, and Mg. The solutions were mixed in stoichiometric proportions for

the wanted sample formula, then citric acid and ethyldiamine were added to the

mixture, until pH of the solution reached 5.2. Water was evaporated from the

solution at 80◦C, and the resulting gel was fired at 500 or 1000◦C to obtain the

precursor powder. Ceramic pellets were made by pressing the precursor powder

and sintering the pellet at 700◦C.

2.2 X-ray diffraction

Crystallographic studies of the ZnO powders and pellets were made withPhilips XPert

Pro x-ray diffraction (XRD) system inθ −2θ geometry. Illustration of x-ray diffraction

is presented in figure 8. Constructive interference of the incoming x-rays is observed at

point P, if the difference of the distances which the rays have travelled is a multiple of

the wavelengthλ . This leads to Bragg’s law

2dhkl sinθ = λ , (46)

where (hkl) is the reflecting plane written with Miller’s indices,dhkl is the distance

between the planes, andθ is the angle between the incoming x-ray and the reflecting

crystal plane.
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Figure 8. Diffraction of the x-rays from the atom layers in the sample.

Chemicalcompounds present in the sample can be determined inθ − 2θ x-ray

diffraction measurement, where the wavelength of the x-rays coming from the x-ray

tube and the incident angleθ are known. X-ray diffractogram (reflected intensity as a

function of the diffraction angle 2θ ) is recorded for the sample. As the measured diffrac-

togram is a superposition of the diffractograms of all the elements and compounds in

the sample, comparison with literature data can be used to deduce the chemical com-

position of the sample. In powder diffraction measurements the peak intensity in the

diffractogram is proportional to the abundance of different elements sample and so

these measurements give information about the chemical composition of the sample.

A schematic presentation of aθ −2θ measurement setup is shown in figure 9.

Powder diffraction experiments were used to estimate the average particle size in

the samples. Full width at half maximum (FWHM) value is measured from a chosen

diffraction peak observed at an angle 2θ in the diffractogram, and the average particle

diameterD is calculated from the Scherrer formula

D = 0.9
λCuKα

∆cos(2θ)
, (47)

whereλCuKα is the CuKα radiation wavelength (0.15418 nm) used in the measurement,

and∆ is the normalized peak FWHM value calculated from equation

∆ =
√

σ2−σ2
I , (48)

σ is the measured peak FWHM, andσI is the FWHM measured from the peak of a

reference sample. In this work pure Al2O3 sample was used as the reference.

2.3 Atomic force microscopy

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) studies of the ceramic ZnO sample surfaces were

made withPark Scientific Instruments Autoprobe CP-Research system. The measure-
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Figure 9. Schematic of the x-ray diffraction experiment inθ −2θ geometry.

ments were made in the contact mode, using image sizes of 3× 3−50× 50 µm2. In

this mode, a small mechanical tip attached on a cantilever is scanned over the sam-

ple surface. In the measurement, the Van der Waals force existing between the tip and

the features of the sample surface causes changes in the cantilever position, and these

changes are detected with a laser beam that is reflected from the top of the cantilever

to a position-sensitive photodetector. The height profile of the sample surface is then

reconstructed from the recorded map of the deflections of the cantilever.

2.4 Magnetometer measurements

A radio frequency superconducting quantum interference device (RF SQUID) magne-

tometer was used for magnetic measurements of the samples. An RF SQUID consists

of a flux transformer, a SQUID probe, and a resonant tank circuit. The flux transformer

is a pickup loop connected directly to an input coil of the SQUID. The single Josephson

junction SQUID is inductively connected to a tank circuit driven by an RF frequency

currentIRF. When a magnetized sample travels through the flux pickup loop of the mag-

netometer, it causes a change in the magnetic flux running through the SQUID loop,

which is detected by a change in the RF voltageVRF across the SQUID tank circuit.

The resulting voltage oscillation has a period of one flux quantum (Φ0 = h/2e), so the

magnetizationM of the sample can be calculated knowing that the total fluxΦ through

the SQUID loop is

Φ =
∫

(B0 + µ0M)dS, (49)

whereB0 is an applied magnetic field density, dSis the element of the surface restricted

by the loop andµ0 is vacuum permeability. As the external fieldB0 is known,M can be
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Figure 10. Simplified diagram of the electronics in an RF SQUID.

directly related toΦ, which is obtained by counting the number of voltage oscillations

in the tank circuit. A schematic diagram of an RF SQUID is shown in figure 10. [74, pp.

1119–1122]

Vibrating sample magnetometer is based on an inductive method of measuring the

magnetization. The sample is placed inside a pickup coil and vibrated mechanically by

a piezoelectric element or a linear motor [65, pp. 57–60], so that an alternating voltage

is induced in the coils. For sinusoidal vibration with amplitudeA and frequencyf , the

induced voltage as a function of timet is

Vcoil(t) = 2π fCMAsin(2π f t), (50)

whereC is a coupling constant, derived from calibration measurements.

In this work, three types of measurements were used to study the magnetization

M(T) of the samples: zero-field-cooled (ZFC), field-cooled (FC), and thermoremanent

magnetization (TRM) measurements. In ZFC measurement the sample was cooled in

zero external magnetic field to a low starting temperature,e.g.5 K, then an external

field was applied and values ofM(T) were recorded as the temperature was raised back

to the room temperature or above. FC magnetization was obtained by first switching

the external magnetic field on at a starting temperature, 300 K or 460 K, and then low-

ering the temperature while the magnetization was recorded. Temperature dependence

of TRM was studied by cooling the sample to a low temperature in an external field,

switching off the field, and measuring the magnetization while raising the temperature

to 300 K. Dependence of the magnetization on the external magnetic field,i.e. hystere-

sis, was studied by cooling the sample to the measurement temperature in zero field,

and recording the value ofM(B) while the field was raised to a wanted maximumBmax,

then in opposite direction to−Bmax, and finally back to zero.

Magnetic measurements on CdSb were made with aCryogenic S600 XI SQUID
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magnetometer.The temperature ranges used were 5–300 K and 300–460 K, and the

fields inM(T) measurements were 0.005, 0.007, 0.02, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, and 1 T.

TheM(B) curves were measured in fields of−6≤ B≤ 6 T and temperatures of 5, 50,

100, 200, and 300 K.

The ZFC, FC, TRM, andM(B) measurements were made in the temperature range

of 5 K ≤ T ≤ 300 K. The SQUID magnetometer was also used to study the time de-

pendence of magnetic relaxation, when the sample is first cooled in a field, then field

is switched off andM(T) recorded as function of ”measurement time”,i.e. the time

elapsed from switching off the field. A vibrating sample magnetometer (Quantum De-

sign Physical Property Measurement System) was used forM(T) measurements in tem-

peratures of 5–350 K at 100 mT magnetic field.

Ni-doped CdSb samples were oriented in the magnetometer measurements so that

the external magnetic field was aligned parallel to the long edge of the sample prism.

Three different samples were used, one for each of the three crystallographic directions.

2.5 Electron paramagnetic resonance measurements

When an electron with magnetic momentµe is placed in a homogenous external mag-

netic fieldH, a torque

T = µe×H (51)

is applied on it and due to this torque [86, p. 146] the magnetic moment of the sample

will precess aroundH. The magnetization densityM of the sample can be written as

M = Nµe, (52)

whereN is the number of magnetic moments per unit volume. The magnetization vector

will also show precession according to the equation [86, p. 147]

dM
dt

= −γ(M ×H), (53)

whereγ is the gyromagnetic ratio

γ =
ge

2mec
, (54)

g is the Land́e g-factor,e is the electron charge,me is the electron mass, andc is the

speed of light.

If an alternating fieldh with angular frequencyω = 2π f is applied perpendicular

to an external dc fieldH0, the fieldH in the equations above must be replaced with a
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rotating field

H = H i +heiωt , (55)

where the time-independent termH i includes all dc fields, likeH0 and any internal

anisotropy fields. Assuming that the amplitude of the time-dependent fieldh≪ Hi , the

magnetization is

M = M0 +meiωt , (56)

with m≪ M0. An expression form can be derived [86, p. 149] in the form

m =
1

ω2
0 −ω2

[

iωγ(M0×h)+ γ2(H0 ·M0)h− γ2(H0 ·h)M0
]

, (57)

whereω0 is the electron natural precession frequency. Eq. (57) has a singularity at

ω = ω0 = γH0, which defines the electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) condition.

EPR studies of the ceramic samples were made with an X-band (∼9.5 GHz) EPR

spectrometer and a cylindrical microwave cavity in TE011 mode at 100 kHz magnetic

field modulation. The temperature range in the measurements was 4.2–300 K. The re-

sults were used to investigate Fe3+ ions at Zn positions in the host lattice. The measure-

ments and analysis of the spectra were made by prof. L. Vlasenko at Wihuri Physical

Laboratory, University of Turku.

2.6 Resistivity measurements

Resistivity measurements of the CdSb prisms were made in an He exchange gas dewar

using pulsed magnetic fields up to 30 T and sample temperatures of 1.5–300 K. The

magnetic field pulse length in the measurements was 8 ms. The field directions were

transversal to the long axes of the samples, so thate.g.for the sample with the long axis

in [100] direction, the magnetic fieldB is parallel to [001] and the currentj is parallel

to [100] direction. The resistivity of the samples was recorded from two different pairs

of potential contacts on the samples.
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3 Ni-doped CdSb: Magnetic anisotropy and hopping conduc-

tivity

3.1 Magnetization measurements and analysis

3.1.1 Zero-field-cooled and field-cooled magnetization

Measurements of ZFC and FC mass magnetizationsMZFC andMFC, respectively, showed

anisotropic behaviour for different field orientations. The obtained values in [001] di-

rection were considerably higher than those in [100] and [010] orientations, the latter

two being roughly equal. Figure 11 presents some temperature and magnetic field de-

pendences of ZFC and FC susceptibilities,χZFC ≡ MZFC
B and χFC ≡ MFC

B , respectively.

Magnetic irreversibility,i.e. the separation ofMZFC andMFC curves, was observed

even near the highest measurement temperatures for the lowest magnetic fields used.

However, the onset of the irreversibility was suppressed to lower temperatures with

increasing fields, and at 400 mT the irreversibility disappeared in the whole temperature

range. Below 400 mT, a broad maximum inMZFC was found around 100 K. This kind

of behaviour is expected for an assembly of superparamagnetic particles, as described

in section 1.3.1.

3.1.2 Thermoremanent magnetization

Thermoremanent magnetization was measured at 5–300 K, with the same initial field

values as in ZFC and FC measurements. The thermoremanent susceptibilitiesTRM(T)
B

were then compared to the difference∆χ ≡ χFC − χZFC between ZFC and FC sus-

ceptibilities measured in the same field. Some of these comparisons for all three field

orientations are presented in figure 12.

Generally,TRM
B and∆χ curve shapes for the same field values are similar,i.e. TRM

B −
∆χ ≈ constant. Both exhibit the same kind of dependence on magnetic field, with the

temperature above which TRM and∆χ are constant decreasing as the field strength

is increased. For a collection of spherical superparamagnetic clusters in low magnetic

fields the relation between the different magnetizations is expected to be of the form

[87]

MFC−MZFC ≈ TRM. (58)

With our samples, this is clearly not the case. A possible explanation for the deviation

from eq. (58) is anisotropy in the shape of the clusters,i.e. they are highly non-spherical

in shape [P1].
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Figure 11. Temperature dependencies ofχZFC (closed symbols) andχFC (open sym-

bols) in different magnetic fields. Some curves are shifted by the amount indicated in

parenthesis (inemu
gG ) for readability. [P2]
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Figure 12. Temperature dependences of thermoremanent susceptibilitiesTRM
B (open

symbols)and ∆χ = χFC − χZFC (closed symbols). For readability, some curves are

shifted upwards. [P2]
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3.1.3 Dependence of magnetization on magnetic field

Measuring the magnetization of the samples at a fixed temperature while changing the

external field strength directly shows that there are coexisting diamagnetic and ferro-

magnetic components in the samples. The source of the diamagnetic component is ex-

pected to be the CdSb host lattice. Figure 13 presentsM(B) curve for [001]-oriented

sample measured at 5 K, and how it is formed from the superposition of diamagnetic

and ferromagnetic contributions.

The field dependence of the magnetization was qualitatively similar for all three

samples, with the magnetization saturating atB≈ 2 T. Figure 14 presentsM(B) curves

at four different temperatures forB‖ [001]after substraction of the diamagnetic compo-

nent. The saturation magnetization is seen to decrease with increasing temperature. The

inset in figure 14 shows a more detailed view of the magnetization within−150 mT≤
B≤ 150 mT measured at 200 K. An open hysteresis loop is clearly visible. The scatter-

ing in the data is mainly contributed to uncertainties in subtraction of the diamagnetic

components.

Figure 15 presents the values of coercivityB( j)
c , saturation magnetizationM( j)

s , and

remanenceM( j)
R , where j = 1, 2, and 3 corresponding to the magnetic field orientation

along [100], [010], and [001] axes, respectively, measured at different temperatures. As

with MZFC andMFC, both the saturation magnetization and remanence are anisotropic

with comparable values in [100] and [010] orientations, and considerably higher values

observed forB ‖ [001]configurations. Coercivity shows a different kind of anisotropy,

asB(3)
c < B(2)

c < B(1)
c . Non-zero coercivities are observed at all temperatures used in our

measurements. [P1–P3]
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Figure 13. a)M(B) curve of [001]-oriented sample measured at 5 K. b)M(B) curve

separated into its diamagnetic (DM) and ferromagnetic (FM) components.

Figure 14. Magnetic field dependence of magnetization forB ‖ [001]at four different

temperatures. The dashed lines are the estimates for the saturation levels. Inset: Hys-

teresis loop measured at 200 K. The arrows indicate the increasing and decreasing field

directions. [P2,P3]
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Figure 15. Temperature dependences of coercivityB( j)
c (upperpanel), saturation mag-

netizationM( j)
s (lower panel), and remanenceM( j)

R (inset in the upper panel). The lines

are guides to the eye. [P1,P2]
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3.1.4 Superparamagnetism

The measured blocking temperatures,Tb, followed the expected magnetic field depen-

dence in eq. (7). Figure 16 presents the blocking temperatures determined from the

maxima in ZFC curves as a function of the magnetic field, and linear fits to the data

points. The blocking temperatures did not show any clear dependence on the field ori-

entation, and so the parameters obtained from the linear fits with eq. (7) are close to

isotropic. Values ofTb(0) and the mean anisotropy field,BK , determined from the fits

are presented in table 2. These parameters were used to calculate the mean magnetic

moments of the clustersµ, which are also presented in table 2. The cluster moment

values are typical for nanosized magnetic particles [88–90].

Estimations of the coercive field values at zero temperature,B( j)
c (0), were made

by fitting eq. (12) to the measuredB( j)
c (T) data, testing differentn values. Only the

lowest temperatures provided some success for these fits, withn= 2
3, i.e. magnetization

reversal by curling, giving the best fits at 5–20 K. These fits and the data points are

presented in figure 17. The obtained values forB( j)
c (0) are shown in table 3. A likely

explanation for the deviation from the theory is an inhomogeneity in the orientation,

aspect ratio, and size of the magnetic clusters in the samples.

The coercivity data can be used for estimating the anglesθ j in section 1.3.1. Using

eq. (22) withB(0)
c values obtained above, and assumingX ≪ Y in eq. (21), we get

cos2 θ j ≈ 1
Z j

, from which the values of the angles can be calculated. These are presented

in table 3 asθ (B)
j , with the calculated values ofZ j .

Another option for estimating the anglesθ j is to use the saturation magnetization

data. Ratios ofM
( j)
s (0)

M(i)
s (0)

for i 6= j are written with eq. (17), assuming that the zero temper-

ature ratios for the saturation magnetizations approximately follow the ratios measured

at 200 K. These simultaneous equations are combined with the constraint equation (15),

and solved numerically to get the values forθ (M)
j in table 3.

The distributions ofθ j angles around their mean valuesθ (B)
j andθ (M)

j are estimated

by the conversionθ j → θ j + α j in eqs. (15)–(17).α j is a random deviation around the

mean angle, constrained by−∆ j < α j < ∆ j , where∆ j is the width of the distribution.

The distribution functionf (α j) is approximated with a step function

f (α j) =

{

1
4∆ϕ j ∆ j sinθ j

if −∆ j < α j < ∆ j

0 if |α j | ≥ ∆ j ,
(59)

where∆ϕ j is the distribution of the polar angleϕ j around thejth axis. The mean value

of magnetization,〈M( j)
s (0)〉, is obtained by averaging over the angular distribution:
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Table 2. The values of zero-field blocking temperatureTb(0), anisotropy fieldBK , and

the mean cluster magnetic momentµ for CdSb doped with Ni.

Orientation Tb(0) (K) BK (mT) µ (104 µB)

B ‖ [100] 107±5 390±50 2.0±0.2

B ‖ [010] 105±5 470±50 1.7±0.2

B ‖ [001] 110±3 450±50 1.8±0.2

Figure 16. Dependence ofT
1
2

b on external magnetic field from measured data (points),

and linear fits to the data points (lines). Plots forB‖ [010]andB‖ [001]orientations are

shifted upwards by the values indicated in parenthesis (in K
1
2 ) for clarity. [P2]
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Figure 17. Measured coercivity valuesB( j)
c (T) asa function of T

Tb(0) (points),and fits of

eq. (12) withn = 2
3 (solid lines) to the data points. Dashed lines are guides to the eye.

[P2]

〈M( j)
s (0)〉=

∫

M( j)
s (0) f (α j)dΩ

=
ηM∗

s

4∆ϕ j∆ j sinθ j

∫ ϕ j+∆ϕ j

ϕ j−∆ϕ j

dϕ j

∫ ∆ j

−∆ j

dα j

×
[

1−Dc− (Dc−Da)cos2(ϑ j +α j)
]

cos(ϑ j +α j)sin(ϑ j +α j)

=
ηM∗

s

2∆ j
sin(2∆ j)cos(ϑ j)

×
[

1−Dc− (Dc−Da)(cos2 ∆ j cos2 ϑ j +sin2 ∆ j sin2 ϑ j)
]

. (60)

The mean values of the coercivities,〈B( j)
c 〉, are obtained similarly. UsingX ≪ Y, the

expression found in [P2] is

〈B( j)
c 〉 =

2πM∗
sX1/2

2∆ j sinϑ j
ln

1+ tan∆ j tanϑ j

1− tan∆ j tanϑ j
. (61)

Eqs. (60) and (61) can be solved by using the ratios of〈M(i)
s (0)〉

〈M( j)
s (0)

〉 and 〈B(i)
c (0)〉

〈B( j)
c (0)

〉, where

i 6= j, to obtain the widths of the distributions,∆(M)
j and∆(B)

j , respectively. These values

are presented in table 3.

Other parameters related to superparamagnetism can be obtained by neglecting the

variance inθ j , i.e. θ j ≈ ϑ j . Using η = NV and µ = M∗
sV in eqs. (17) and (19), the
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Table 3. Calculated values of coercivities at 0 KB( j)
c (0), parametersZ j , the mean angles

θ (B)
j andθ (M)

j , and their angular distributions,∆(B)
j and∆(M)

j , respectively. [P2]

Orientation B( j)
c (0) (mT) Z j θ (B)

j (◦) ∆(B)
j (◦) θ (M)

j (◦) ∆(M)
j (◦)

B ‖ [100] 32.0 4.13 60 3 66 3

B ‖ [010] 27.1 2.95 54 4 62 5

B ‖ [001] 24.4 2.93 49 7 39 6

concentration of the clusters,N, can be calculated from

N =

∑3
j=1

M( j)
s (0)

cosθ (M)
j

2µ
, (62)

which givesN ≈ 1.8· 1014 clusters
cm3 . The mean intercluster distance,〈R〉, can then be

approximated using the Wigner–Seitz radius [91, p. 4]rs =
(

4πN
3

)−1/3
. For a collection

of randomly distributed clusters,〈R〉= 2rs, yielding〈R〉 ≈240 nm.

If most of the Ni ions in the samples are used in forming the magnetic phase, the

volume fraction of the magnetic phaseη is approximately 3.8·10−3. The mean number

of Ni ions per cluster,nion, is then calculated fromnion = ηN∗

N , whereN∗ is the Ni ion

concentration in pure Ni (9.1·1022 cm−3), yieldingn≈ 1.8·106. The average magnetic

moment per Ni ion,µion, is then µ
nion

≈ 0.01µB.

The saturation magnetization at 0 K,M∗
s , is roughly 500emu

cm3 for bulk Ni [92], and

350 emu
cm3 for Ni1−xSbx, wherex = 0.038 [55, p. 162]. The mean cluster radius,r, can be

estimated from equation

r =

(

3M∗
s

4πmµ

)1/3

. (63)

κ
S2 is solved from eq. (16), and the exchange stiffness constantA is estimated with equa-

tion

A = 2π
(

M∗
s

κ
S2 r

q

)2

. (64)

Single-domain particle radiirsd and critical radiirc are then calculated with eqs. (10)

and (11), respectively. The volume fractionηcalc is obtained from equationηcalc= G
2M∗

s
,

whereG = ∑3
j=1

M( j)
s (0)

cosθ (M)
j

, and the magnetization per Ni ion is calculated fromµcalc
ion =

µionη
ηcalc . The equations above are used for evaluating the parameters in two ways. First, a

fixed valuem= 4 is used with the limiting values ofM∗
s . Second,M∗

s is fixed to 430emu
cm3 ,
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Table 4. Estimated parameters for superparamagnetic clusters: Cluster radiusr, single-

domain radiusrsd, critical cluster radiusrc, cluster volume fractionη , and magnetization

per Ni ion in the clustersµion. [P2]

Parameter Fixedm FixedM∗
s Experimental

r (nm) 2.8–3.1 1.9–3.2 –

rsd (nm) 115–130 70–135 –

rc (nm) 1.6–1.8 0.4–2.2 –

η (0.6−0.9)·10−4 0.8·10−4 3.8·10−3

µion(µB) 0.4–0.6 0.5 0.01

andm is varied between 3 and 15. The results of these calculations are presented in

table 4, with some experimental values obtained in the section above.

3.1.5 Discussion

The temperature dependences ofχZFC andχFC in figure 11, along with the dependence

of Tb on external field are typical for coherent rotation of the magnetization of super-

paramagnetic clusters. However, the anisotropies of the saturation magnetization and

the coercivity would rather point to reversal by curling for an assembly of spheroidal

clusters oriented around a preferred direction. This contradiction is reconciled by com-

paring the estimated values ofr to rsd andrc in table 4. Form≥ 4, the anglesϕ j coincide

with θ j . Then, for an upper limit ofm< 6−8, we haver ≪ rsd, but alsor ∼ rc. The

broad maximum inχZFC curves points to a wide distribution of cluster sizes in our sam-

ples; thus, a wide cross-over region between the two reversal modes can be expected,

which explains the observed behaviour.

The large difference between the calculated and experimental values ofµion in ta-

ble 4 suggests that only a small portion of Ni enters the clusters. The experimental value

of 0.01 µB per Ni ion is considerably lower than the smallest value for ferromagnetic

Ni1−xSbx, 0.24µB per ion [55, p. 440]. An estimate of the Ni fraction in the clusters can

be made from the ratioη
ηcalc, which gives 1.7–2.4 % for limiting values ofM∗

s [P2]. The

rest of Ni are expected to form a paramagnetic subsystem with small magnetic moments,

which can explain the stronger temperature dependence of the saturation magnetization

at low temperatures, as seen in figure 15. To minimize the effect of this paramagnetic

system, our analysis above used the values ofMs at 200 K instead of low-temperature
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values.

As shown on page 232 in publication[P2], anglesθ j follow the relationθ1 > θ2 > θ3

for both θ (B)
j and θ (M)

j . While the values ofθ (B)
j and θ (M)

j differ by some 10–20 %

for the samej, they have an overlapping interval when the estimated widths of the

angle distributions∆ j are taken into account. The demagnetization factors calculated for

prolate spheroids with the parameters obtained above suggest only a small corrections

to θ (M)
j values [P2].

The interactions between the clusters are estimated as follows: The large mean dis-

tance between the clusters,〈R〉 ≈240 nm prohibits direct interactions between Ni ions

in the different clusters. Assuming that the free carrier concentrationnf is similar to

undoped CdSb,nf ∼ 1015 cm−3 at room temperature [25], and an exponential decrease

of nf with lowering temperature, the free carrier concentration is too low at the lower

temperatures to allow RKKY interaction mediated by the free carriers. An estimate of

dipolar interaction energy,Wd between the clusters can be made using the approxima-

tion Wd ≈ zJµ2

R3 , wherezJ ≈ 33 [93], yieldingWd ∼ 0.1 meV. This is three orders of

magnitude lower than the anisotropy energyKV ∼ 100 meV, so the dipolar interaction

is negligible in the blocking of moments.
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3.2 Electrical resistivity

3.2.1 Resistivity in zero magnetic field

The temperature dependence of the resistivity of a semiconductor exhibiting thermal ac-

tivation of carriers from shallow impurity levels to conduction or valence bands follows

an exponential law [77, pp. 75–76]

ρ(T) = ρ0e
EA

kBT , (65)

whereρ0 is a prefactor andEA is activation energy. Thus, the activation energy can

be obtained from experimental data by plotting lnρ versus1
T , and fitting eq. (65) to the

plots. In reality, the values ofEA obtained in this manner are approximate, asρ0 depends

on the temperature too, due to the mobility of the charge carriers [77, p. 76]. The values

of ρ0 andEA derived from fits to linear parts of the data at 5–20 K are presented in

table 5.

To analyze the hopping conductivity, eq. (40) is written in the form [76]

ln

(

Ea

kBT
+m

)

= ln p+ plnT0 + pln
1
T

, (66)

whereEa ≡ dlnρ
d 1

kBT
is the local activation energy [77, p. 208]. ThenEa

kBT + m is plotted

versus ln1
T , and linear fits with fixedmvalues of14, 1

2, and 1 are tested to find out which

one yieldsp≈ m. The fits and the values ofm andp are presented in figure 18. Below

T ≈ 2.5 K, the best fits for samples 1 and 3 correspond top values of1
2, which means

the SE VRH mechanism. The situation is different for sample 2, for whichp= 1
4 atT ≈

1.8–2.5 K points to Mott VRH. [P3]

Another way to analyze the resistance data is to plot lnρ
T p versusT−p, with p = 1

4,
1
2, and 1. Linear fits to the plots with differentp can then be used to determine the main

hopping type by comparing the temperature ranges where the fits approximate the data

well. Figure 19 presents the plots for samples 1–3 withp = 1
2, and the linear fits. These

fits represent the best matches to samples 1 and 3; however a better fit for sample 2 is

obtained by usingp = 1
4, presented in figure 20. From these considerations, the results

relating to figure 18 are replicated: SE VRH (p = 1
2 in eq. (40)) gives the best fit for

samples 1 and 3, while Mott VRH is realized for sample 2. No NNH conductivity was

observed in any of the samples. [P3]
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Table 5. Values of the parameters obtained from fits to experimental data on 2 at.-%

Ni-doped CdSb [84,P3]. The long edge crystallographic direction (i.e.the direction of

j in the measurement) is presented with the sample number,ρ0 is the prefactor,EA is

the activation energy in eq. (40),p is the exponent in eq. (40) used in the fit andD is the

prefactor, andT0 is the characteristic temperature.

Sample ρ0 (Ω cm) EA (meV) p D (Ω cm K−p) T0 (K)

1, [100] 0.0378 2.45 1/2 0.491 18.7

2, [010] 0.0475 2.50 1/4 0.0928 3180

3, [001] 0.0111 2.85 1/2 0.477 51.3

Figure 18. ln
(

Ea
kBT +m

)

plotted versus ln1T (points), and linear fits to data points (lines).

Selected values ofm, and values ofp obtained from the fits are also presented. Data

points of 2 at.-% Ni-doped CdSb sample 2 (#2) are shifted upwards for clarity. [P3]
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Figure 19. ln ρ
T1/2 plotted versusT−1/2, and linear fits to data points fitted for the samples

#1, #2, and #3 withp = 1
2. [P3]

Figure 20. ln ρ
T1/4 plotted versusT−1/4 for sample 2, and linear fits to data points. [P3]
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3.2.2 Magnetoresistance in the weak field limit

Quadratic behaviour of the field dependence of MR in the weak field limit is expected

for hopping conductivity, as given in eq. (41). Figure 21 presents plots of lnρ as function

of B2 for samples 1–3, and linear fits to data points. As can be seen from this figure, the

linear regime extends up toB≈ 5–6 T.

The slopes of the linear fits for sample 2 are constant between 3 and 4.2 K, and

increase a little below 3 K. Normalizingρ with the measured zero field valuesρ(0)

as in eq. (41), the slope ofC(2)
ex = (4.49±0.04)·10−2 T−2 is found for 3 K and 4.2 K

fits. For sample 3, all the slopes in this temperature range are constant, withC(3)
ex =

(6.41±0.04)·10−2T−2. [84,P3]

The data on sample 1 of CdSb containing Ni-rich nanoclusters in figure 21 shows

the slope varying with temperature. Marking the slopes withAex, we find thatAex(T) =

A(0)
ex T− 3

4 , with A(0)
ex = (6.7±0.1)·10−2 T−2K3/4. The temperature dependence ofAex is

presented in figure 22. [84,P3]

Samples 1 and 2 also show a slight deviation from the linear behaviour in the lowest

fields, indicating an additional negative MR. This can be explained by quantum inter-

ference that affects the paths associated with hopping between two potential wells [94].

However, the effect is small in our samples, and analysis [84] shows that it is expected

to vanish at 0.7 T, so the effect is neglected.

The dominant hopping type in the weak field limit can be determined by compar-

ing the temperature dependences of the measured slope values to eqs. (42)–(45). The

constant slope value for sample 3 and the near-constant values for sample 2 at 1.5–

4.2 K suggest that NNH is the main hopping process in these samples. At the same

temperature range, Mott VRH describes the hopping in sample 1, as for Mott VRH

ln
[

ρ(B)
ρ(0)

]

∝ T−3/4B2. Table 6 summarizes the observations of the different hopping types

for all three samples in zero external field, and at the weak field limit.
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Figure 21. lnρ plotted versusB2, and linear fits to experimental data. [P3]

Table 6. Summary of the observed hopping types in zero external field, and at the

weak field limit. The different hopping conductivity types are Mott variable-range hop-

ping (Mott VRH), Shklovskii–Efros variable-range hopping (SE VRH), and nearest-

neighbour hopping (NNH). [P3]

Hopping type

Sample B = 0 T Weak field limit

1 SE VRH Mott VRH

2 Mott VRH NNH

3 SE VRH NNH
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Figure 22. Temperature dependence of the slopesAex in linear fits to lnρ vs.B2 data in

figure 21 for sample 1:Aex vs. T−3/4 (circles) and lnAex vs. lnT (triangles). The lines

are linear fits. [P3]

3.2.3 Microscopic parameters

Several microscopic parameters relating to hopping conductivity can be determined by

resistivity measurements in zero field and weak field limits. From the zero-field data, the

Coulomb gap widths∆ for samples 1 and 3 are estimated with the expression [95, 96]

∆ =
kB

2

√
T0SETv, (67)

whereTv is the onset temperature for SE VRH. From figure 18,Tv ≈ 2.5 K, while the

experimental value ofp = 0.24 agrees well with14 predicted for the Mott VRH. For the

two samples 1 and 3, the relative permittivityεr can be found using the approximations

[84]

∆ ≈U =
e2

εrRh
, (68)

whereU is the energy of the Coulomb repulsion between the mean distance

Rh ≈ 2

(

4π
3eR77

)1/3

, (69)

whereR77 is the Hall coefficient at 77 K. The density of states (DOS) outside the

Coulomb gap,g0, is calculated from the equation [97]

g0 =
3ε3

r ∆2

πe6 . (70)
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As the DOS parameters for VRH are usually close to each other [96], the density of

the localized statesg can be evaluated fromg ≈ g0. The localization radiusa is then

calculated from eq. (38).

The anisotropy coefficientp3 for sample 1 can be calculated with the determined

value ofAex at the weak field limit. This is done by settingAex = A(M)
03 in eq. (44), and

using the value ofa (mean distance between magnetic ions) obtained above to calculate

p3.

The acceptor concentrationNa for sample 3 can be solved as function ofp2 from

eq. (43) by setting the experimental valueC(3)
ex equal toC2. The DOS is approximated

with a rectangular function, with the width of the DOS,W, given by

W =
Na

2g0
+

2
3

∆, (71)

and from this equationW for sample 3 is solved as function ofp2.

Near a metal-insulator transition (MIT), the localization radius and the dielectric

permittivity follow the scaling laws [98]

a = a0

(

1− Na

Nc

)−ν
(72)

and

εr = εr0

(

1− Na

Nc

)−ζ
, (73)

whereNc is the critical acceptor concentration, andν andζ are the critical exponents

for a andεr , respectively. These equations can be used to solve the ratio between the

critical exponents, using the values obtained for samples 1 and 3 above:

ζ
ν

=
ln[εr(Sample1)/εr(Sample3)]

ln[a(Sample1)/a(Sample3)]
, (74)

which yieldsζ
ν = 1.90.

As sample 2 exhibits Mott VRH, where the Coulomb repulsion is not a dominant

effect, the calculations above cannot be used to determine the microscopic parameters

for it. Setting∆ = 0 in eq. (71), we getW = Na
2g0

. This approximation leads [77, pp. 202–

215] toW ≈ kBT3/4
vM T−1/4

0M , whereTvM is the onset temperature for Mott VRH. Now, as

p3 is already known, andp1 = 1
p2p3

, Na and a for sample 2 can be solved as function

of p2 by setting the experimental valueC(2)
ex equal toC1 in eq. (43). Writing a set of

simultaneous equations from eq. (72) forNc of samples 2 and 3,p2 is then varied until

both equations produce the same value forNc. The result is checked using eq. (73) for
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Table 7. Microscopic parameters: Acceptor concentrationNa, localization radiusa, rel-

ative permittivityεr , Coulomb gap width∆, acceptor band widthW, and the density of

the localized statesg. [P3]

Sample Na a (Å) εr ∆ (meV) W (meV) g

(1016 cm−3) (1016 cm−3meV−1)

1 3.61 196 127 0.30 0.50 5.94

2 3.37 180 108 0.18 1.28 1.31

3 2.51 139 66 0.49 0.91 2.16

Table 8. Orientation of the magnetic fieldj in respect to the electric current direction in

eqs. (42)–(45), experimental anisotropy coefficientp j , and calculated anisotropy coef-

ficient p(cal)
j [P3].

Sample j p j p(cal)
j

1 3 0.839 0.839

2 1 1.008 0.897

3 2 1.182 1.327

sample 3 to compare its value to the earlierεr value obtained with eq. (68). TheNc value

determined in this way was 6.275·1016 cm−3.

Finally, Na for sample 1 is calculated from eq. (72) or eq. (73), andW is obtained

from eq. (71). Eq. (73) is used to findκ for sample 2, and itsW value is estimated with

eq. (70). The values of all the microscopic parameters are presented in tables 7 and 8.

The exact steps for obtaining these parameters can be found in [84].

The microscopic parameter values agree well with the conclusions made on the

hopping conductivity types based directly on experimental data:∆ is comparable toW

for samples 1 and 3, while for sample 2 we find∆ ≪ W, as is expected for SE VRH

and Mott VRH, respectively. The use of the scaling model near MIT is justified by the

closeness of the ratioζν to its theoretical value 2 [95], and by the values ofNa being

close to the critical valueNc. [P3]
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4 Structural and magnetic properties of ZnO doped with Fe

and Mg

4.1 X-ray and atomic force microscopy measurements

4.1.1 Particle sizes and impurity phases of Zn1−xFexO

Particle sizes of Zn0.94Fe0.06O precursor powders prepared at different temperatures

were determined with the Scherrer formula (47) from x-ray diffractograms, using the

(100), (102), and (110) diffraction peaks for measuring the FWHM valueσ . The results

are shown in table 9. Increasing average particle size with increasing sample preparation

temperature is expected, as higher temperatures allow small particles to fuse into larger

particles [99]. As the ceramic samples used for magnetometer measurements were sin-

tered a second time after pressing the powder into blocks, their particles are expected to

be larger than those measured from the precursor powders.

A minority phase was observed in all Zn1−xFexO samples, as their diffractograms

contained extra peaks in comparison with pure ZnO control sample. The peak positions

indicate that the second phase is most likely either ZnFe2O4 or Fe3O4, which have

similar crystal structures and bulk lattice parameters, 8.443Å [100] and 8.396Å [101],

respectively. Using eq. (46) to estimate the peak positions for the two compounds gives

less than 0.1◦ separation, so taking into account the peak broadening and other possible

errors in the measurement it is impossible to differentiate between the second phase

components in our measurements. A comparison between pure ZnO and Zn0.94Fe0.06O

diffractograms is presented in figure 23. Two small peaks at 43.3◦ and 50.4◦ can also

be observed, but they originate from the copper-made sample holder. Cu has a face-

centered cubic (FCC) crystal structure with lattice parameter 3.615Å [102].
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Figure 23. X-ray diffractograms of pure ZnO and Zn0.94Fe0.06O samples. The extra

peaks marked with dots in the Zn0.94Fe0.06O diffractogram show presence of an impurity

phase. The diffractogram of Zn0.94Fe0.06O has been shifted upwards for clarity.

Table 9. Calculated average particle sizes in Zn1−xFexO precursor powders.

Preparation temperature (◦C) Size average (nm)

500 10–14

700 25–32

1000 35–45
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4.1.2 Zn1−x−yFexMgyO

X-ray diffraction measurements showed that the impurity phase observed in Zn1−xFexO

samples was not present in observable quantities in our Zn1−x−yFexMgyO powder sam-

ples with y ≥ 0.10. However, the impurity peaks were present in the samples with

y= 0.02. The x-ray results for the samples made via solid-state reaction were similar to

sol-gel method samples, with no peaks in the diffractograms originating from unreacted

Fe2O3.

A separate compound could be detected in large amounts in Zn0.7Fe0.04Mg0.26O

samples. The observed peaks fit well the peaks of pure MgO which has cubic crystal

structure with lattice parametera = 4.213Å [103]. As the highest reported [104] ter-

minal solid solubility values of MgO in ZnO are only 12 mol.-%, it is clear that the

impurity is MgO which was not dissolved into the main phase structure. Two typical

x-ray diffractograms measured from these samples are presented in figure 24, and a cal-

culated diffractogram for MgO is shown to help identifying the impurity phase peaks

present in Zn0.7Fe0.04Mg0.26O sample.

As shown by atomic force microscopy, the surfaces of the samples consist of roughly

spherical particles ranging from 200 to 800 nm. The average particle sizes were be-

tween 300 and 400 nm. Figure 25 shows a typical AFM surface image of ceramic

Zn0.7Fe0.04Mg0.26O showing an average particle size of≈ 340 nm. The particle sizes

were considerably larger than those measured with x-ray diffraction from the precursor

powders, which can be explained by particles fusing together during sintering of the

pellets.
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Figure 24. X-ray diffractograms of Zn0.7Fe0.04Mg0.26O and Zn0.86Fe0.04Mg0.10O, and a

calculated diffractogram for pure MgO. The measured diffractograms have been shifted

upwards in intensity for clarity.

Figure 25. Atomic force microscopy image of the surface of ceramic

Zn0.7Fe0.04Mg0.26O sample. The image size is 5×5 µm2. [P4]
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4.2 Magnetic measurements

4.2.1 Magnetization vs. Fe content of Zn1−xFexO

Qualitative shapes of measuredM(T) curves were similar for all our Zn1−xFexO sam-

ples: a peak at 15 K, and decrease of magnetization at temperatures above 15 K follow-

ing the Curie–Weiss law [65, p. 8]

χ =
C

T −θp
, (75)

whereC is the Curie constant, with two paramagnetic Curie temperaturesθp corre-

sponding roughly to the temperature intervals 15 K< T < 100 K andT > 150 K. The

maximum at 15 K is consistent with the results reported for ZnFe2O4 having the mag-

netic phase change at 10 K [105], and combining these results with the x-ray data, it is

likely that ZnFe2O4 is present as a secondary phase in these samples.

The magnetization was found to be strictly proportional to the Fe contentx in the

sample. Scaling the measured magnetization byx, the results obtained for the samples

with differentx are similar to those in figure 26, where the ZFC magnetizations of the

samples withx= 0.01,0.06,and 0.25 are plotted as a function of temperature. These re-

sults show that the amount of the secondary phase is proportional to Fe content, and that

the magnetization is proportional to the amount of the secondary phase in the sample.

The dependence ofM(B) on the applied magnetic field is similar for all samples.

Above 15 K, a narrow range of non-linear behaviour near zero field was detected, fol-

lowed by a linear increase of the magnetization with increasing field, without satu-

ration. Open hysteresis loops were found inM(B) measurements only below 15 K.

Removing the linear magnetic background shows saturation of the magnetization at

B = 200−300 mT at 5 K, and a coercivity of 60–70 mT. Figure 27 shows theM(B)

curves measured between−500−500 mT for a Zn0.94Fe0.06O sample at 5 and 30 K.

4.2.2 Magnetization measurements on Zn0.99−yFe0.01MgyO

Low level of Mg (y= 0.02) doping in Zn1−x−yFexMgyO reduces the magnetization of

the samples in comparison with Zn1−xFexO samples having samex. The addition of Mg

also introduces a deviation from the Curie–Weiss law at around 50–200 K, where the

expected concave shape is replaced by a more linear behaviour. These two phenomena

are presented in figure 28, which shows the magnetization of Zn1−xFexO with x = 0.01,

and Zn1−x−yFexMgyO with x = 0.01 andy = 0.02 scaled by the mass of the sample.
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Figure 26. ZFC magnetization curves measured in 100 mT for three Zn1−xFexO sam-

ples. The curves are scaled by the Fe contentx in the samples. [P4]
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Figure 27.M(B) curves measured for Zn0.94Fe0.06O at 5 K (a) and 30 K (b).
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Figure 28. Magnetization curves of Zn0.99Fe0.01O (circles) and Zn0.97Fe0.01Mg0.02O

(squares) measured in 100 mT field. Insert: A better view of Zn0.97Fe0.01Mg0.02O mag-

netization data, where the deviation from Curie–Weiss law can be seen around 50–

200 K; the units for the axes are the same as in the larger figure. Open and closed

symbols refer to ZFC and FC measurements, respectively. [P4]

Increasing the Mg doping while keeping the Fe content low produces convexM(T)

curve shapes atT & 45 K. Compared to Zn0.97Fe0.01Mg0.02O samples, the magnetization

is enhanced at the higher measurement temperatures, with the cross-over temperature at

T = 150−200 K. The onset temperature for the rapid increase of the magnetization of

Zn0.89Fe0.01Mg0.10O samples is≈ 320 K.

Figure 29 presentsM(T) curves for Zn0.97Fe0.01Mg0.02O and Zn0.89Fe0.01Mg0.10O

samples. The increase in low-temperature magnetization of Zn0.89Fe0.01Mg0.10O can be

related to single polarons and small clusters of carriers excited thermally from traps in

ZnO. Assuming the thermally excited process, the density of the excited carriers,nc, is

given by eq. (23), wherenc0 is the density of the traps. Fit to the experimental data gives

an effective activation energy of 4.3 meV.

Thermoremanent magnetization (TRM) of all these samples reduced rapidly to zero

with increasing temperature. A non-zero TRM was measured only below the temper-

ature where ZFC and FC curves separate,i.e. below T ≈ 15 K. The inset in figure 29

presents the measured TRM data for Zn0.97Fe0.01Mg0.02O. The magnetization data sat-

isfy the relation (58), which is commonly observed in spin glass type materials [106].
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Figure 29.M(T) curves of Zn0.97Fe0.01Mg0.02O and Zn0.89Fe0.01Mg0.10O samples; open

and closed symbols refer to ZFC and FC measurements, respectively. Inset: Thermore-

manent magnetization of Zn0.97Fe0.01Mg0.02O. [P4]

4.2.3 Magnetization of Zn0.96−yFe0.04MgyO

When the Fe content is increased, the magnetization curves aboveT ≈ 50 K for samples

with higher Mg content are roughly similar to those observed for Zn0.89Fe0.01Mg0.10O.

However, the mass magnetization is enhanced by two orders of magnitude by increasing

the Fe concentrationx from 0.01 to 0.04, and increasing the Mg doping fromy = 0.10

to y= 0.26 atx= 0.04 further increases the magnetization. Figure 30 presents theM(T)

curves for Zn0.86Fe0.04Mg0.10O and Zn0.7Fe0.04Mg0.26O. Derivate of theM(T) data sug-

gests a phase transition withTC ≈ 330 K. While MgO was detected as a separate phase

in Zn0.7Fe0.04Mg0.26O, and MgO is diamagnetic [107, p. E-129], the increase in mag-

netization with increasing Mg content means that the presence of MgO in the samples

does not affect the observed magnetic behaviour.

TRM measurements showed that theM(T) curves of Zn0.86Fe0.04Mg0.10O follow

below ≈ 200 K the relation (58). Zn0.7Fe0.04Mg0.26O samples do not satisfy this re-

lation, while the qualitative shapes of TRM andMFC −MZFC curves are similar. This

may be explained by transformation from spin glass to cluster glass type behaviour,

where for example anisotropies in the cluster shapes can modify the magnetic proper-

ties [87]. The inset in figure 30 presents an example of TRM andMFC −MZFC curves

for a Zn0.7Fe0.04Mg0.26O sample. However, results contradicting the cluster glass be-

haviour were obtained from TRM measurements at constant temperature as function of

measurement timetmeas≤ 4000 s, when no time dependence was found.
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Figure 30. ZFC (open symbols) and FC (closed symbols) magnetizations of

Zn0.86Fe0.04Mg0.10O (triangles) and Zn0.7Fe0.04Mg0.26O (circles) samples in 100 mT

external field. Zn0.86Fe0.04Mg0.10O data is presented only up to 300 K. Inset: TRM (tri-

angles) andMFC −MZFC (circles) values for Zn0.7Fe0.04Mg0.26O sample measured in

1 mT field. [P4]

M(B) data for Zn0.7Fe0.04Mg0.26O shows saturation of the magnetization in 100–

200 mT fields. No open hysteresis loops were found between 5 and 300 K, contrary

to expectations from the cluster glass model.M(B) curves measured at 100 and 300 K

are shown in figure 31. The complex magnetic behaviour of Zn0.7Fe0.04Mg0.26O, and

to a lesser degree in Zn0.86Fe0.04Mg0.10O, could not be described by any simple model

of magnetic interactions in the sample. While the data partially supports a model of

weakly correlated ferromagnetic clusters, the observed behaviour is similar to ”phantom

ferromagnetism” in some other doped DMS materials [108].
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300 K (squares). Inset: Magnification of the 100 K data with−50 mT≤ B ≤ 50 mT.

[P4]

4.2.4 Thermally activated RKKY interaction in Zn 1−x−yFexMgyO

Simulations of thermally activated RKKY interaction presented in chapter 1.3.2 were

made with eqs. (28) and (23), which were solved numerically for each point at a constant

temperature, using electron spins = 1
2, Fe3+ spin S= 5

2, and the lattice constanta =

0.325 nm. The temperature range was 20–350 K in the simulations, and the〈Sz〉
S values

were solved at 1 K intervals.

Parametersnc0, ∆, ni , andJ were varied to obtain different simulated curve shapes.

Comparing the simulations with experimental Zn0.96−yFe0.04MgyO with y = 0.10 or

0.26 magnetization data showed qualitatively similar curve shapes at 100. T . 330 K

with parameter valuesnc0 ∼ 3.5·1020 cm−3, ∆ ∼ 10 meV,ni ∼ 4 ·1021 cm−3, andJ ∼
1 eV. Figure 32 presents an example of the simulations with∆ = 12 meV,J = 1.1 eV,

nc0 = 3.5·1020 cm−3, andni = 4 ·1021 cm−3, and a comparison to measured data for

Zn0.7Fe0.04Mg0.26O.

Comparisons with measured parameters for ZnO samples show that the simulations

are reasonably close to their expected values. For Zn0.7Fe0.04Mg0.26O, the calculated

value of ni samples is∼ 2 · 1021 cm−3, a factor of two lower than the value in the

simulations.nc0 values are in a realistic range, as carrier concentrations well above

1021 cm−3 have been reported [109] for doped ZnO samples.

The explanation for the simulations deviating from the experimental data is twofold:

At low temperatures, when the carrier concentration is diminishing, other processes that
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Figure 32. The result of simulation of thermally activated RKKY interaction from

eq. (28) with∆ = 12 meV,J = 1.1 eV,nc0 = 3.5·1020 cm−3, andni = 4 ·1021 cm−3

(line), and the ZFC magnetization data of Zn0.7Fe0.04Mg0.26O (points). Both the numer-

ical simulation and the measured magnetization data are scaled toMmax = 1. [P4]

do not depend on free charge carriers may dominate the magnetic behaviour [62]. An

example of such a process is polaron percolation, as presented in chapter 1.3.3. On the

other hand, approachingTC from above, the critical behaviour of ferromagnets [110, pp.

80–81] may explain the divergence between the simulations and experimental data at

high temperatures, as the simulation does not take the critical behaviour into account.

4.2.5 Critical behaviour of Zn1−x−yFexMgyO aboveTC

Percolation model of ferromagnetism [77, pp. 94–136] starts with assumption of small,

weakly correlated ferromagnetic clusters aboveTC. The size and correlation lengthλ of

these clusters grows with lowering temperature. A critical behaviour sets in when the

correlation length exceeds much the lattice parameter of the material. The dependence

of λ on mean distance between the clusters,R, is given [111] as

λ ≈ R

(

T
TC

−1

)−ν
, (76)

where

R≈ 2

(

4πN
3

)− 1
3
(

T
TC

−1

)−ν
, (77)
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andν ≈ 1 is the critical exponent for the correlation length. The volume fraction of the

ferromagnetic cluster,η , satisfies the equation [111]

η = 1−e−
4πNr3

3 , (78)

whereN is the density of the clusters, andr is the cluster radius. The critical value for

the volume fraction,ηcr, is [77, p. 117]

ηcr = 0.29. (79)

Treating the ferromagnetic clusters as a system of uncorrelated magnetic moments,

the magnetization at the critical temperatureTcr (η(Tcr) = 0.29) is roughly

M(Tcr) ≈ µNL

(

µB
kBTcr

)

, (80)

whereL (x) is the Langevin function. Forx≪ 1, L (x) ≈ 1
3x, and the magnetization is

M(Tcr) ≈
µ2N

3kBTcr
. (81)

Approximating the volume fraction with

η ≈ µN
Ms

, (82)

whereMs is the saturation magnetization, we get

µ ≈ 3kBTcrχ(Tcr)

Msη
(83)

and

N ≈ η2M2
s

3kBTcrχ(Tcr)
, (84)

whereχ(Tcr) is the magnetic susceptibility.

The measured magnetization data for Zn0.7Fe0.04Mg0.26O givesMs≈ 1960 A
m, Tcr ≈

330 K, andχ(Tcr) ≈ 12.8·103 J
T2m3 . Using these values in eqs. (78), (83), and (84), we

get [P4] the following estimates: The cluster radiusr ≈ 40 nm, the cluster concentration

N ≈ 1.1·1021 1
m3 , and the cluster magnetizationµ ≈ 43·103 µB.

An analysis of the critical exponentsγ at temperatures aboveTC can be done by

writing the scaling law nearTC in the form [111]

χ−1−χ−1
C ∼

(

T
TC

−1

)γ
, (85)
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Figure 33. Critical behaviour of the magnetic susceptibility of Zn0.7Fe0.04Mg0.26O

aboveTC [P4].

whereχC = χ(TC). Eq. (85) can be used to findγ from linear fits to plots of ln(χ−1−
χ−1

C ) vs. ln
(

T
TC

−1
)

. Figure 33 shows these plots and fits for a Zn0.7Fe0.04Mg0.26O

sample. A change in the critical exponentγ can be observed, with the obtainedγ values

γ1 = 1.43±0.03 andγ2 = 1.75±0.04, corresponding to 3D Heisenberg model [110]

and 3D cluster percolation [112], respectively.
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4.3 Magnetic resonance experiments

Electron paramagnetic resonance spectra of Fe3+ of Zn1−xFexO samples at 4.2 K show

reduction in intensity with growingx. The spectra forx = 0.01 and 0.066 are pre-

sented in figure 34(a). A likely explanation for the change in the intensity is an in-

crease in the interactions between the Fe3+ ions. The spectra can be described with a

spin Hamiltonian [113, 114], using Fe3+ spin S= 5
2, an isotropicg-factorg = 2.006

[115], and anisotropic crystal field fine structure parametersD = −593.7·10−4 cm−1,

F = 4·10−4 cm−1, anda= 39·10−4 cm−1. An example of the EPR spectra simulations

is presented in figure 34(b).

A resonance line observed at room temperature around 330 mT in the EPR spectra

of Zn1−xFexO samples splits with lowering temperature to two lines, ”A” and ”B”. The

position of the A line is shifted nearly linearly towards lower magnetic fields when the

temperature is lowered. AtT below≈ 35 K, both lines shift rapidly to lower fields,

while the ”B” line resonance field is nearly constant above 50 K. Figure 35(a) shows

the splitting of the resonance line, and the line positions are plotted in figure 36.

Mg co-doping modifies the EPR spectra, as presented in figure 34(b). The ”A” and

”B” lines observed in the magnetic resonance signals of are replaced by another line

close to the position of the ”B” line. The temperature dependence of the position of this

”C” line is similar to the ”B” line, without the rapid decrease at the low temperatures.

The ”C” line positions are presented in figures 35(b) and 36.

The similarities in the temperature dependences of ”B” and ”C” line positions sug-

gest that they are connected to Fe3+−Fe3+ pairs [116]. The line shifts can be explained

by increasing Weiss field caused by ordering of the magnetic moments in the samples

[117]. As the ”A” line was not detected in samples with Mg contenty≥ 0.10, it can be

attributed to Fe3+ ions in the impurity phase.
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Figure 34. Fe3+ EPRspectra measured for Zn1−xFexO (a) and Zn1−x−yFexMgyO (b)

samples at 4.2 K. EPR spectrum simulation is included. [P4]
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Figure 35. (a) EPR lines in Zn0.94Fe0.06O. With lowering the temperature, the resonance

line splits to two lines, marked ”A” and ”B”. (b) Resonance line ”C” is observed in

Zn0.89Fe0.01Mg0.10O. [P4]

Figure 36. Positions of ”A” and ”B” lines in Zn0.99Fe0.01O (closed symbols) and

Zn0.94Fe0.06O (open symbols), and ”C” line in Zn0.89Fe0.01Mg0.10O (triangles). [P4]
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4.4 Discussion

Based on XRD, EPR, and magnetic measurements data, it is clear that magnetic proper-

ties of Zn1−xFexO are dominated by impurities in the samples. No difference was found

between the samples prepared by two different chemical reactions, and the same impu-

rity phase has been observed in the samples prepared by several other methods [118–

120]. While the XRD data does not allow differentiation between Fe3O4 and ZnFe2O4,

the magnetic behaviour strongly points towards the latter. Cation disorder enhancing

ferromagnetic interactions above 10 K may explain the increased magnetic transition

temperature of ZnFe2O4 [118].

Chemical phase separation of the samples means that we cannot use theoretical pre-

dictions [19, 40] ofTC for Zn1−xFexO materials. Additionally, a wide variety of mag-

netic behaviours have been reported for magnetic oxide materials (for discussion, see

[15]). As the observed behaviour depends on the chemical method used for sample

preparation [108, 119], and on other factors in the sample preparation process like re-

action temperature [120], our results suggest that in many cases the magnetism of ZnO

doped with transition metals is dominated by separate chemical phases, or local areas

with higher than average transition metal (TM) ion concentrations.

Charge-transfer ferromagnetism has been proposed [108] as the model of magnetic

interactions for the ferromagnetic Zn1−xTMxO nanoparticle samples [121, 122]. In this

model, electron density on the particle surfaces is enhanced by charge transfer from

bulk of the particle to defect states at the surface. Consequently, Fermi level of the local

electron density of states in the surface layer raises leading to a state where the Stoner

criterion is satisfied.

Magnetization of Zn0.97Fe0.01Mg0.02O can also be attributed mainly to the ZnFe2O4

phase. The reduction in the magnetization compared to the samples without Mg co-

doping means that fewer Fe ions enter the impurity phase. The deviation from Curie–

Weiss law gives evidence of secondary magnetic interactions, similar to those observed

in the samples with higher Mg content.

RKKY interaction combined with thermal excitation of the carriers and carrier-

mediated ferromagnetism [67] provides an explanation for the magnetic properties of

Zn1−x−yFexMgyO with y ≥ 0.10, above≈ 100 K. Co-doping with Mg provides more

free carriers, and as they interact with the magnetic impurities, there is a ferromagnetic

coupling between the Fe ions. This mechanism also explains the dramatic increase of the

magnetization of Zn0.96−yFe0.04MgyO compared to Zn0.99−yFe0.01MgyO, as the RKKY

interaction strongly depends on the average distance between the magnetic ions.
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The magnetic properties of Zn1−x−yFexMgyO with x ≥ 0.04 andy ≥ 0.10 suggest

that it can be considered as a viable material for spintronics applications. However,

utilizing Zn1−x−yFexMgyO as a magnetic layer in MRAM may be difficult, as no hys-

teresis was observed in the bulk material. The next step towards practical applications

is the manufacture and characterization of Zn1−x−yFexMgyO thin films. Optimization of

the Fe and Mg doping levels is required, and a third dopant element might be needed

to further improve the magnetic properties. If those properties prove useful, existing

technologies can be used to integrate ZnO-based materials into electronics components

relatively easily [36].
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5 Conclusions

In this thesis, I have investigated two different semiconductor materials doped with

transition metal ions. The first material, CdSb doped with 2 atomic percent of Ni, shows

anisotropic electric and magnetic properties in regard to the different crystallographic

directions. Magnetic irreversibility is observed in low fields below 300 K, but the ir-

reversibility is suppressed in increasing fields, disappearing above the anisotropy field

BK ∼ 400 mT. Similar behaviour is observed for the blocking temperature in ZFC mag-

netization data, where the magnetization has a broad maximum aroundTb.

Saturation of the magnetization is observed in external fields of 2− 3 T, while

the magnetic field dependence of the magnetization only weakly depends on the mea-

surement temperature at 100–300 K. Below 100 K, the saturation magnetization is en-

hanced, which can be attributed to the paramagnetic contribution of single Ni ions and

small ion clusters in the sample. Coercivity shows a crossover from weak to strong de-

pendence on the temperature when temperature is lowered belowTb. The anisotropy of

the coercivity is inverted in regard to the crystal axes compared to the anisotropy of the

saturation magnetization.

We conclude that the magnetic properties of Ni-doped CdSb are dominated by

spheroidal nanoparticles consisting of Ni1−xSbx, wherex ≤ 0.038. These particles are

oriented around a preferred direction, and have a high aspect ratio and wide size distri-

bution. Indications of two different magnetization reversal modes for the nanoparticles

are observed. While anisotropies of the saturation magnetizations and the coercivities

combined with the observed relationBc ≪ BK suggest magnetization reversal by curl-

ing, the magnetic field dependences of the blocking temperatures are more typical for

reversal by rotation. This discrepancy can be explained by wide cluster size distribution,

with the average cluster size in the cross-over region between the two reversal modes.

Variable-range hopping (VRH) behaviour is observed in low-temperature conduc-

tivity of the CdSb samples in zero external magnetic field. The resistance data suggests

two types of hopping mechanisms: Shklovskii–Efros VRH along [100] and [001] crys-

tallographic axes, and Mott VRH in [010] direction. In non-zero external magnetic field

below the weak field limit, where the resistivityρ follows the lawρ ∼ B2, the hop-

ping mechanisms are nearest-neighbour hopping in [010] and [001] directions, whereas

[100] direction shows the Mott VRH. The weak field type dependence of the resistiv-

ity on external magnetic field was observed belowB∼ 6 T. The difference between the

hopping mechanisms in zero external field and in the weak field regime can be attributed

to intrinsic magnetic disorder in Ni-doped CdSb samples.
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The second material under investigation was ZnO doped with Fe and Mg. The

ZFC and FC magnetizations of all the Zn1−xFexO samples are qualitatively similar, and

strictly proportional to the Fe content in the samples. The ZFC and FC magnetizations

have a maximum at∼ 15 K, and both follow Curie–Weiss law at higher temperatures.

This maximum is attributed to a secondary chemical phase observed in the XRD mea-

surements. The best candidate for this impurity phase is ZnFe2O4.

Low levels of Mg co-doping reduce the mass magnetization and cause a deviation

from Curie–Weiss law at 50–200 K. Increasing the Mg concentration while keeping

the Fe content low, the ZFC and FC magnetization curves transform from a concave

to a convex shape, with a weak temperature dependence between 50 and 200 K, and a

more rapid increase below∼ 45 K. As the XRD measurements show that the secondary

chemical phase disappears with increasing Mg content, it is clear that the presence of

Mg in the samples increases the solubility of Fe into the ZnO host lattice. The magnetic

properties of Zn0.97Fe0.01Mg0.02O are thus explained by two competing magnetic phases

in the sample, as some Fe is still available for forming the ZnFe2O4 phase.

Zn1−x−yFexMgyO samples withx = 0.04 andy ≥ 0.10 show an increase in the

mass magnetization by two orders of magnitude compared tox = 0.01 samples. The

shapes of the ZFC and FC magnetization curves suggest ferromagnetic type magneti-

zation, withTC around 320–330 K. Magnetic irreversibility is observed in ZFC and FC

measurements of Zn0.7Fe0.04Mg0.26O, but contradictingly, theM(B) curves do not ex-

hibit open loops. A thermally activated RKKY mechanism is proposed to explain the

high-temperature magnetization of these samples, supported by computer simulations

based on theoretical model. In this model, the large difference in magnetization between

x = 0.01 and 0.04 samples rises from decreased average distance between the magnetic

ions, leading to stronger ferromagnetic coupling. A secondary process such as polaron

percolation is required in the low-temperature regime.
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